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Wall: Penny loafers and white socks
by Eileen Moore

WALL
"Hippies are no more than Beats plus drugs," said
novelist Alan Harrington in Bruce Cook's The Beat
Generation. From what Edmond Wall, instructor of
French and Spanish says, this just might be true.
"I was what they called a beatnik," said Wall. Whether
he actually was a beatnik is for him another matter entirely.
Coming from the rural city of Alexandria, La.,
population 65,000, Wall labeled his experiences as peculiar
in that part of the country. Not what one would call the
mecca of the beat generation, Louisiana was an easy
place for one to stand out in the crowd. "I wore the
uniform and tried my best to shock people," Wall said.
"The uniform, consisting of rolled blue jeans, anything
wearable from the Salvation Army and hand-made
sandals (if they could be found) was stock and trade for
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any serious member of the beat generation.
"Nobody was doing what the beatniks were doing in
1958. We'd stand on street corners smoking old dirty
cigars," he added with a laugh.
Not that standing on street corners smoking cigars is all
that shocking, but in those times even an All-American
pastime was frowned upon.
"My sister thought it was scandalous that I rode a
bicycle," explained Wall.
"We had our causes, too," he maintained. "We'd collect
for UNICEF and write essays on socialized medicine. Any
essay not "against" wouldn't be accepted by the
teacher."
In his college days at Louisiana State University, Wall
maintained his status in the beat world. Then, "beatnik
parties were the vogue," said Wall. "Every fraternity
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would invite its token beatnik to add a bit of color."
"We'd be invited and go dressed as straight as we
could," explained Wall, "just because we knew that
everyone else would be dressed like beatniks."
"Fraternities were big in those days," he said. At least
that was the case at LSU, he clarified.
"A typical weekend started with a fraternity party
Friday night. We'd buy a bottle of gin on Saturday, drink it
all before the football game, and go to another party that
night."
Intellectual life in the late fifties and early sixties
revolved around such literary figures as Kenneth
Rexroth, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and Jack Kerouac, said
Wall, and these writers' significance was appreciated and
discussed in "salons." "We'd all gather at Sally
Magoun's, drink beer, play word games and
psychoanalyze," he recollected.
Even the beat generation had its share of drugs. "Pep"
pills were in wide use by students who needed help in
staying awake to study.
Marijuana, however, was confined to musicians and all
those "artsy-craftsy" intellectuals, he said. "Alcohol was
the big drug," said Wall, noting that few hard drugs were
circulating.
According to Wall, the Cajun country of southern
Louisiana is at a great advantage in catching on to
cultural trends. As in the case of music, Wall said,
"Because of the French influence, we were listening to
black music before others in the U.S. were." There were
many black radio stations specializing in rhythm and
blues and emanating from New Orleans, said Wall.
Sounds of that time consisted primarily of Charlie
Mingas' cool jazz and the mellow folk music of Peter, Paul
and Mary.
Of course, various local artists were popular in the area.
"I remember paying 50 cents to see the Preservation
Hall Jazz Band in New Orleans," said Wall. Now, this
band claims national prestige and big time prices.
"It was a sterile period. People went to all sorts of
lengths to look old," commented Wall.
"There was much pressure to conform in the South.
Dress codes were unwritten because everyone was supposed to wear the right clothes. There were loafers and
white socks, rolled-up jeans, tight black pants with white
skinny belts and flat tops," said Wall. "We had long hair
and were called Communists."
Maybe they were courageous. "Courageous?"
questioned Wall. "Maybe foolhardy is a better word."
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Deserted dorms
present crisis
(CPS)—Several surveys and many
college newspapers report a trend toward
a decrease in the number of students living
in college dormitories. The decline was
first indicated in surveys conducted during
the spring of 1972 and has noticeably increased since then.
Reasons for the decline are many:
decreasing enrollments, particularly at
four-year universities coupled with increasing enrollments at two-year community colleges; tuition hikes which have
forced some students to either postpone
college or attend part-time; increases in
rooms and board fees necessitated by cost
of living hikes and more students finding
off-campus living cheaper and enjoyable.
The decline poses problems for already
financially pressed universities and
colleges because many have millions of
dollars in building bonds that must be paid
off, and some of the money comes from
dorm occupancy, which usually must be
between 86 and 90 percent to cover the
annual bond payments. The average
bonded indebtedness for residence halls at
large institutions is reported to be about
$4,300per bed, and about $3,000 per bed for
smaller schools.
Among the schools that have felt the
decline most sharply are the University of
Wisconsin at Madison which has closed 870
dormitory spaces, Ohio State at Columbus
which has an empty 24 story dorm and
Kent State University which has closed
three dorms.
As a result of the dorm situation many
schools that relaxed their dorm residency
requirements in the 60's find they must
tighten them up again, requiring in some
cases that freshmen as well as sophomores
live on campus.
Northern Illinois University (NIU) at
DeKalb is considering requiring
sophomores to live in dorms next year,
which according to the student newspaper
Northern Star is angering many students,
particularly Greeks who feel if the rule
does not exempt fraternity and sorority
members many houses will be forced to
fold. Several other schools in Illinois
reinstated residency requirements this
year due to financial stress.
Many schools have been forced to
aggravate the problem by increasing their
dormitory fees because of low enrollments
and resulting budget cuts. For example,
room and board fees will rise by 10 percent
in 1974 at Northeast Missouri State
University, and they rose this fall by 10
percent at NIU and 7.4 percent at the
University of Montana.
A study recently conducted by the
National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges shows on the
average these schools have raised their
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room and board fees by 7 percent over the
past year.
In order to make dormitory living more
appealing some schools such as the
University of Denver, a private institution,
have designed special interest dorms for
scientifically inclined students as well as
for arts and humanities students. DU
reports a decline in dormitory living this
year, attributed to low enrollment. Private
universities are reportedly better off than
state institutions because the private ones
have kept tighter dormitory residency
requirements over the past decade.
Schools are also trying to make dormitory living more attractive by building
campus apartment complexes, converting
rooms into suites, building theatres and
darkrooms in the dormitories, allowing
alcohol in them and adding kitchenettes,
carpeting, soundproofing, and allowing
students to do their own painting and
decorating.
To make matters worse, university
residency requirements are being successfully contested in courts.
A Texas student recently won an injunction
preventing
Midwestern
University in Wichita Falls from enforcing
regulations requiring students under 21 to
live in university housing (see CPS No. 18).
The judge based his decision on the Texas
law which grants majority rights to all
persons over 18.
Midwestern officials testified their
regulation was not based on a concept of
majority rights, but on a contractual
obligation requiring maximum occupancy
of the dormitories until the bonds are paid
off. The school currently owes over $3
million on its dormitory cafeteria complex. The case will proceed to an appellate
court.
Five University of Georgia freshmen are
similarly contesting the university's
mandatory residency requirement for
freshmen. This will be one of the first court
tests of Georgia's law which lowered the
state's age of majority to 18. The students
contend the requirement denies students
their rights as legal adults and the
university has no legal right to tell
students where they must live.
A student at NIU has a case pending
against the Illinois Board of Regents
asking the Board be prohibited from
requiring any student over 18 to live in
university housing in order to attend NIU.

Cowboy outfit
provokes police
(CPS)—A Colorado State University
journalism student was arrested when he
entered a Fort Collins, Colo, restaurant
wearing jeans.
Mike Butler, a self-described cowboy,

reportedly insisted that someone
"respectable" put up the rest of the
money. Butler was then permitted to call
his wife, who had 42 acceptable cents.
The final irony Butler said is that the
Northern Hotel widely advertises its
"Western flavor", but bars those who truly
appear "Western"

Young mayor
has troubles
(CPS)—Ninety-eight percent of the
registered voters in Dundas, Minn, turned
out this fall to elect 18-year-old Chip
DeMann as their mayor. The vote was 97 to
96, upsetting the 60-year-old incumbent.
Several days later, however, the city
council met and declared the election
invalid. When the voting age was lowered
to 18 the Minnesota senate slipped in a
little publicized amendment requiring all
office holders to be 21.
"Nobody knew I had to be 21. I didn't
know, neither did the city clerk, nor did the
mayor," said DeMann.
The issue has been turned over to
district court. DeMann said that in light of
proposed state legislation reducing the
office-holding age requirement to 18, the
judge may overrule the law and declare
him mayor de facto, giving him full
powers. DeMann intends to argue, in
addition, that a technicality in the law only
prohibits 18-year-olds from running for
office, not from holding office.
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entered the Northern Hotel dining room
one evening shortly after the establishment declared its new "no jeans" policy.
He was confronted by two Fort Collins
police officers who told him to leave.
Butler, who had been served earlier in the
day at the Northern while wearing jeans,
told the police he was not impressed by
them and demanded to see the manager.
He was then arrested for being "drunk and
disorderly" and forcibly removed from the
hotel.
He was taken to the Fort Collins police
station where, Butler said, he was treated
"very, very badly" by four members of
the department. Butler also maintained
that he was not advised of his rights at the
time of his arrest, that he was not given a
test for intoxication, and that he was not
permitted to call an attorney. According to
Butler, when he protested this, the
arresting officer punched him in the
mouth.
Butler's bail was set at fifty dollars, but
he had only $49.58. When a bearded friend
offered the needed 42 cents, the police
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Minnesota Secretary of State Arlen
Erdahl wrote in a letter supporting
DeMann "it seems highly questionable
whether the village council could arbitrarily set aside the election because of a
mistake made by the clerk in accepting
your original filing."
The incident has resulted in massive
media exposure for DeMann, who has a
folder crammed full of articles from all
over the country. The story was picked up
by the Associated Press and ran in the
New York Times and the Washington Post.
DeMann has also received heavy fan mail,
and recently returned from New York
where he appeared on "What's My Line"
and four other TV spots.
DeMann, the manager of a ski shop, says
he decided to run for the $25 a month two
year term because he felt the political
structure of the council had stagnated and
"I wanted to see the people become involved in community activities."
In order to see his program through
DeMann would like to hold two two-year
terms but claims not to be interested in
seeking higher offices. "I'm not interested
in politics;" DeMann said, "I'm just interested in Dundas."
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teach-ins, and the establishment of continuing investigation committees on
campuses nationwide."

Film more
than fiction
(CPS)—The authors of the non-fiction
novel and film, Executive Action. Mark
Lane and Donald Freed, have announced
that the film's producer and distributors
were not speaking for them when they
stated the film is "nothing more than
entertainment" and "no-reopening of the
investigation is being sought."
Land and Freed stated. "We wrote this
novel and screenplay in order to give a
message of hope to the American public
that the decade of lies and conspiracy is
coming to an end. We are seeking the
opening of an independent investigation
into the assassination of President Kennedy. Our strategy includes publicity,

Working with author Norman Mailer
and Washington attorney Bernard Fensterwald, the authors plan to provoke
official response by sending petitions and a
fact sheet repudiating the Warren Commission's findings to all members of
Congress.

Activist history
at Berkeley
(CPS-ZNS)—The radical student union
on the Berkeley campus of the University
of California offers tours to freshmen with
an emphasis on "activist history."
The tours are part of what the union calls
"Disorientation Week."

it is "clear that this figure is not too far
from the poverty line."

NUS considers
student income

The report said the NUS based its
proposals on the idea that there "must not
be any financial or social barriers to the
entry into postsecondary education," and
that every student as well as any other
member of society "has the right to an
adequate standard of living."

CPS-CUP)—If the Canadian National
Union of Students (NUS) ever gets its way,
Canadian students would have much of the
financial burden of paying university bills
lifted from their shoulders.

Cohabitation
on the rise

A report on the financing of postsecondary education approved at a semiannual NUS policy conference held in
Edmonton, Alberta earlier this year called
for a guaranteed annual wage for undergraduate and graduate students of $3,000
per year.

(CPS)—A study by the Census Bureau's
population division has revealed that eight
times as many couples are living together
today without being married as cohabited
ten years ago. In 1970, 143,000 unmarried
persons told the census takers they were
living together with a partner of the opposite sex, compared with 17,000 in 1960.

"It is the responsibility of government to
ensure that all students have a fair and
reasonable standard of living," the report
said. The report claimed the guaranteed
income plan was not extravagant and said
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Nixon Administration denies civil liberties
by Debbie Graham
"You are confronted now with not only a
constitutional crisis, but a political and a
moral crisis," American historian Henry
S. Commager told a Daniel Hall
auditorium audience Thursday. Sponsored
by the department of history, Commager,
professor emeritus of history at Amherst
College, spoke on "The Present Constitutional Crisis."
In addition to lecturing and holding
chairs at various universities, Commager
is co-author of The Growth of the
American Republic, one of the most widely
used history textbooks in America.
"However," he continued, "this is not
the first time in our history that we've
been confronted with crises of this
nature." And it is not more "traumatic"
than the moral question of slavery or the
constitutional question of the nature of the
constitution itself.
"The extraordinary feature of the
current crisis," Commager noted, "is that
it is so largely tied up in otie man, that it is
so largely connected to the President and
the office of the presidency."
When Commager speaks of Watergate,
he speaks of more than just the break-in.
He speaks of the whole bundle of evasions
and corruptions which has characterized
the conduct of politics in this country for
the last five years and still characterizes it
now.
"Watergate represents most of the
philosophy that animates the Nixon
Administration and the practices and
malpractices which it has expressed,"
Commager stated. This philosophy, according to Commager, may be regarded as
the "official philosophy of the Committee
to Re-elect the President."
Primarily, Watergate has come to
symbolize the corruption of the
presidential office, Commager believes.
"We have indeed known corruption before,
but we have never known corruption in
which the President himself was inextricably implicated."
Commager pointed out that as his'
closest advisors, including former VicePresident Spiro Agnew, Nixon chose men
of questionable character and then stood
by and let the "dirty tricks" of those
associated with the Committee to Re-elect
the President go on.
Because Watergate was justified on the

"falicious plea of national security,"
Commager believes that it symbolizes a
new prerogative for the Administration to
bypass the constitution when it seems
necessary to them.
"The conduct of the office has been
closer to that of the monarch than it has
been to the long tradition of the American
presidency. . .Most presidents have
cultivated the people; Nixon has cut
himself off from the people as well as from
the Cabinet and the Congress," Commager
said of the Nixon Administration.
"We have increasingly today—but it did
not begin with Nixon—a development of
regal trappings in the presidency," he
continued. Behind this is the concept of the
"imperial presidency." The President,
Commager stated, feels that everyone in
the government owes him personal
loyalty. This loyalty is to the President or
to the Administration rather than to the
constitution or to the country. Commager
pointed out that many people were
discharged from their positions for a lack
of loyalty to the Nixon Administration or to
the President.
Also related to the question of constitutional principles is a "claim of special
privileges and immunities which are
supposed to surround the executive,"
Commager said. However, he added, there
is no constitutional basis to this claim.
"With the corruption of the presidency,
symbolized by Watergate, comes the attempted corruption of many of the basic
political processes which have come to be
an essential part of our constitutional
system," Commager continued. He named
the political party system, a basic function
of democracy and running the government, as one of these processes. The
corruption of this process brings the
American political system into disrepute,
Commager explained.
Watergate and its "improprieties" were
"conceived in secrecy," Commager noted.
It was the discovery and not the perpetration of Watergate, 'according to
Commager, that spread confusion and
dismay in the administrative ranks.
"Those who habitually resort to secrecy do
so because they know that their deeds
cannot stand the light of day and because
they do not trust the intelligence or the
judgment of the American people."
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"Goodnight, Dick . .."

Commager admitted, however, that
there were some things, such as military
plans, which need to be kept secret. "But
by and large the affairs of government
activity should be open as they were for 150
or 160 years of our history."
Commager pointed out that Nixon who
was re-elected by the largest majority in
American history, seems to have very
little confidence in the people who elected
him. The fact that Nixon has not told the
truth to the American nation on more than
one occasion, according to Commager,
should become the symbol of this

". . . Goodnight, Dick."

Administration.
The President's assertion of the "stock
in executive privileges and executive
immunity" is what makes Watergate a
symbol of important constitutional issues
to Commager.
Leaving Watergate, Commager stated
that foreign affairs were another serious
problem confronting the American people
at this time. "Under the claim of executive
privilege, presidents have waged wars
without constitutional authority or
Continued to page 12
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NHSTA plans new trails
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"Colorado Trail," will wander through the
mountains in an effort to offer a variety of
scenery to the hikers. The trail may also
cut through logged and fire damaged
areas to expose hikers to the effects of
cutting and fire.
This concept in trail building is different
from earlier trail builders, such as Benton
McKay, founder of the Appalachian Trail.
McKay and others were concerned with
the loss of virgin land to developers, and
sought ways of preserving natural environment and beauty of the land by
establishing a trail through such areas.
However, trails like the Appalachian,
and the Pacific Crest, are being severely
threatened with overuse because of the
lack of trails in the US. On the California
stretch of the Pacific Crest, hikers must
now have a permit as the state tries to
control access to the trail and the
wilderness area it cuts through. But even
this is only a partial solution, as it is nearly
impossible to patrol the length of the entire
trail within the California border.
Situations like the one in California
serve to point up the need for more trails,
both in and out of wilderness areas. Rusin
hopes that the other 46 states agree and
cooperate on the project.

(CPS)—The National Hiking and Ski
Touring Association (NHSTA) has
proposed a plan for 10,000 miles of new
trails to be made in time for the nation's
bicentennial in 1976.
Bill Rusin, NHSTA president said,
"We're asking each of the 50 states to give
a commitment to make 200 miles of trails
by 1976 in commemoration of the nation's
200th birthday." The plan has been endorsed by the federal American
Revolution Bicentennial Committee, and
so far, Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa, and
Connecticut have shown interest in the
idea.
Rusin said the United States is very
deficient in walking paths, and points out
that England and Wales combined have
more miles of trails than the entire United
States.
The trail is often visualized as a path cut
through wilderness areas, but Rusin says
that these are not the type of trials he
specifically had in mind. "There are a lot
of places to go like a long old railway beds,
under bridges, by streams and through
parks. There are also large sections that
we have skipped over to get into the
wilderness area," Rusin suggested.
One proposed shelter-strewn path, the
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On campus
Music
program set

Tiger announces
short course
by Marilyn Thompson
Tiger editor Nancy Quails, in a special
press conference Wednesday night, announced that the newspaper staff will
sponsor a special short course in Basics of
' Good Journalism each Monday night at 8
p.m.
"My staff feels it has an obligation to the
student body," explained Quails, "We
believe it is our duty to pass on to others
what little knowledge we have gleaned
from our work here," she said.
Quails said that the course topic will
vary each week, and noted that prominent
campus journalists will both attend and
actually address the sessions.
"It's been rough, but I believe we've
lined up a really great program for you,"
Quails exuberated. She said that controversial features writer Ginny Manning,
ace sports editor Kerry Capps, and jovial
advertising manager, Phillip Foss, will be
only a few of the participants in the course,
which has been billed as "a unprecedented
gathering of journalistic greats."
Quails stressed that the course is more
than a "attempt to lure staff members."
She called it a rare opportunity, one that
"no intelligent, free-thinking, University
student can afford to pass up."
However, Quails insisted that the Tiger
is always eager to accept new staff
members, "to take unfulfilled students
and give them something to make their
lives really mean something."
"The Tiger staff is a rare breed," Quails
moaned, "and I can't begin to express how
much this experience has meant to me. We
want to let all students share in a good
thing."
The editor, obviously touched by her
fond recollections of days on the staff,
stammered with tears in her eyes, "Come
on up. We need you, and' believe me, youneed us."
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Budget requests to be heard
Budget allocations for student
organizations are nearing review for the
upcoming academic year.
Student Government's financial committee will begin its first hearings on Feb.
24, announced David Ayers, chairperson of
the finance committee. All interested
student organizations should pick up
budgetary request forms from Dean Susan
Delony's office and, upon returning the
form, should sign-up for a hearing.
The financial committee has been active
for two years as a means of student control
over the use of student activity fees. It is
composed of Ayers, treasurer of the
student body, Steve Csernak, vice-

president of the student body, Joyce
Kelley, chairperson of the student
organizations and affairs committee,
Johnny Moore, chairperson of the
Department of Services, John Rivers,
president of the Student Senate, and Viktor
Jonkoff, a student senator.
After two organizational meetings, this
body will proceed to review the budgets
and requests submitted by the student
organizations. The committee will then
prepare a master budget, dividing the
funds among the organizations and will
present this budget as recommended
legislation to the Student Senate on April 1.

Trustees Medal contest set
The Trustees Medal Oratory Contest,
sponsored jointly by the Calhoun Forensic
Society and the English department, has
been set for Feb. 25. The only award for
excellence granted by the University, the
Trustees Medal has traditionally been
awarded to the "best speaker in the
student body."
Competition is open to any full-time,
undergraduate student, excluding fresh-

men. The speeches must be original and
must not have been used in any previous
speaking contest. They must not exceed
ten minutes in length and may be on any
subject the speaker considers appropriate.
Speeches will be judged on composition,
delivery, voice and manner. Contestants
may consult faculty members for advice
but should not expect coaching.
Preliminary competition is scheduled

for Feb. 18, and the final competition will
be held on Feb. 25 at 7 p.m. in Daniel Hall
Auditorium. The deadline for entry is Feb.
15
The Trustees Medal will be presented at
the annual Honors and Awards Day luncheon which is scheduled for April 10.
Entry applications may be obtained in
the English office, Strode 101, or from
Barbara Montgomery, Strode 805.
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Thousands of Topics
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The Bicentennial of the United States
gets off to an early start in Clemson
University's Littlejohn Coliseum Monday
night at 8 p.m. when the Clemson
University Concert Series presents a
program called "America Singing." The
program features the Paul Hill Chorale
and Orchestra.
The program consists of a broad swath
of musical Americana, including
Revolutionary War songs, early New
England hymnody, negro spirituals, folk
songs from the South, songs from past
elections, 19th century parlor songs,
selections from an operetta by John Philip
Sousa and a group of Broadway show
songs. An unusual orchestra of strings,
brass, piano, organ, guitar, banjo and
percussion accompanies as Hill conducts.
Admission to the concert is by Clemson
University student activity card, season
ticket or tickets on sale at Gate 5 of Littlejohn Coliseum. Admission price if $3 for
adults and $1 for children.

Bookstore hurt
by shortage
The energy crisis may soon create
shortages in paper supplies and paper
products in the University Bookstore,
according to bookstore manager John C.
Cureton.
"We have been advised by our major
paper manufacturers and converters that
the energy crisis will adversely affect our
future orders for about 100 different paper
items normally stocked, from graph paper
to paper bags," he says.
All future orders will be allocated on the
basis of last year's purchases, which
means that a certain number of shortages
can be expected, he says.
"Ultimately this situation will produce
an acute problem with the publishing
industry. Most authoritative persons
predict this shortage will occur in early
summer. However, they further predict
most all initial orders will be filled, but reorders and fill-ins will not," Cureton says.

Many fee paid
positions available.
Technical
Administration
Secretarial
Clerical
Office
Sales

Where New
Futures Begin

226-6023
2315 N. Main-Regency Bldg.
Anderson

Don't Forget to Remember
You can get-

Khaki Pants
Lined Nylon Jackets
Sweat Pants and Shirts
Long Tube Athletic Sox

Judge Keller's
Store
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letters
Impeach
Nixon
In response to the letter urging
enthusiasm for Nixon's impeachment, let me say that I
certainly "dig on the idea."
Clemson is not behind on the
national scene, and I'm sure
there are numerous persons here
who are disgusted with our
present administration.
What we need is an outspoken
individual to lead an Impeach
Nixon rally. Any of you jive-time
dudes interested? I'll be in the
cheering section.
Trip Gault

Let
Congress decide
I'm glad to see that in this day
and age the Tiger staff has not
lost its sense of humor(?) I refer
you to your letter to the editor
entitled
"Time
for
impeachment." I had one hell of a
laugh. It reminded me of my
college days when those
nameless few started the riots on
campuses across the nation
because of the invasion of
Cambodia.
To think that a "person"—and I
use the term loosely—would have
the nerve to advocate the
movement of a university to
demand the impeachment of the
President of the United States
and not have the intestinal fortitude to stand by what he
believes by having his name
printed along with his letter is
just too ridiculous for words.
No, I feel that Clemson has
A. C. DUPONT

more important things to do than
to get involved in something that
the Congress will in its own good
time resolve. As an educational
community, the important
questions of today should be
something more in tune to:
Can we find an energy source to
give the world that is infinite?
Can we learn to love one
another and teach others to do the
same?
Can we conquer the diseases
that have plagued mankind for
ages?
Can we plan now to go into
space and colonize in love and
friendship the far corners of the
universe?
You just cannot do any of the
above without an education. Let
Congress and the courts decide
Watergate. We've got other
things to do.
Antonio M. Lopez Jr.

Rock
circus crude
I would like to comment on the
Tuesday night performance of
"Terry Dee's Rock 'N Roll
Circus" in Tillman Hall. This
show was advertised as a
spectacular light show, musical
and acrobatic presentation
guaranteed to dazzle the Clemson
student body.
Not only did it dazzle the
students, but it completely
"grossed-out" the majority of the
females attending — not to
mention the administration.
Although the musicians were
capable both instrumentally and
vocally, the material was old and

MONROE
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STUDY IIM

Wholesale and Retail Sales
BEST DAM PARTS IN TOWN
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

W
o
3

100 Old Stone Church Rd., Clemson, S.C.
Phone 654-5807
QUAKER STATE

The Tiger welcomes letters
from members of the University
community and other interested
persons.
Letters should include the
writer's name, address and
telephone number. This information will be withheld upon
request
Letters to The Tiger should be
typed (triple-spaced) if possible.
The editors reserve the right to
edit or withhold from publication
letters longer than 250 words.

WAGNER

DAN BAKER AUTOMOTIVE
t/5

worn out. Their language and
actions were a bit risque,
although entertaining, until
halfway through when they
became downright vulgar. Their
whole presentation would have
been more appropriate if it had
been performed at a "stag tent"
in an actual circus.
I was amazed to see the
number of students applauding.
It seems that "if you will come to
Clemson, you'll get an automatic
standing ovation." The members
of the "Rock 'N Roll Circus"
insulted the intelligence of the
students attending with their
"common" display. It is a shame
that the poor, deprived Clemson
student can be spellbound by any
grade of entertainment that is
thrown before him, no matter
how terrible it is.
With the amount of money the
Student Union is supplied, surely
they can do more than give us one
beer bust and a group of profane
amateurs. Would it be too much
to ask for someone to improve the
entertainment at Clemson
University?
Chuck Williams

NIEHOFF

CHAMPION

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
Fully accredited University of
Arizona GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL offers July 1-August 10,
1974 courses in ESL, bilingual education, Spanish, anthropology, art, folk
dance and folk music, geography,
government and history. Tuition
$170: room and board in Mexican
home $215. For brochure write:
International Programs, 413 New
Psychology, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona 85721.

BOAT AND MOTOR SPECIALS!
Chosen but once and cherished forever,
your engagement and wedding rings will reflect your love
in their brilliance and beauty. Happily you can choose
Keepsake with complete confidence
because the guarantee assures perfect clarity,
precise cut and fine,
white color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

eensake

T-M Reg AH. Pond Co.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25C.
s-74

These are only a sample:

Rally Sport Performance Jets
16'BANSHEE WITH 455 OLDS
WITH CUSTOM TRAILER
16' SAMURAI WITH 455 OLDS
WITH CUSTOM TRAILER

CASH
LIST
PRICE
$6825
$5425
-7250

TRI-HULL OUTFITS

$5600

Apollo Jets:
18' JET BASS BOAT-PRO TYPE
with 455 OLDS-Regular Gas
WITH CUSTOM TRAILER
18'FAMILY JET TRI-HULL WITH
351 FORD WITH CUSTOM
TRAILER

CASH
LIST PRICE

14' CACCI CRAFT with 50 HP JOHNSON
with trailer-COMPLETE
$2330
15' CACCI CRAFT with 70 HP JOHNSON
with trailer-Complete
$2718

$1950

COMPICTE LINE OF O'BRIEN SKIIS

*

$2275

CASH
LIST PRICE
$7275
$5800
CASH
LIST PRICE
$7495
$5999

SAILBOATS
CASH
lOOSQ.FT.ofSAIL
LIST PRICE
12'4" Arrow-JIB AND MAIN SAIL $995 $875
CAT YAK CATAMARAN
$395 $360

(Please Print;

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90. SYRACUSE, NY. 13201
Find your Keepsake Jewelers in the Yellow pages or dial free 800-243-6000. in Conn. 800-882-6500.

S.C. OLDEST JOHNSON DEALER

MeDaniel Marine
Ste Ut At Greenville's Motor Expo-Fob. 21-24
Or Coll Oeoroe McDoniol Jr. at 654-1166 for FURTHER INFORMATION
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Solzhenitsyn
When Russian author Alexander Solzhenitsyn
was arrested this week, many feared that the
Nobel Prize winner might not be heard from
again. Some speculated that he would again be
sent to a labor camp or confined to an institution
for the insane.
Solzhenitsyn had broken Soviet law when he
authorized the overseas publication of The Gulag
Archipelago. Authorization was made when,
under KGB interrogation, the woman who typed
the manuscript revealed the location of a copy.
Since the book's publication, Solzhenitsyn's
family had reported harassment by Soviet
officials. The author's arrest seemed imminent.
Wednesday, however, the news came that
Solzhenitsyn had been exiled to West Germany
and that his family would be allowed to join him.
For Soviet officials, exile was probably the
best of the possible solutions. World opinion
weighed heavily against any attempt to silence
the author. At the same time, Solzhenitsyn was a
disruptive influence in a system which does not
seem to tolerate criticism. By exiling him, Soviet
authorities were attempting to lessen the impact
of Solzhenitsyn's writings—criticism from
within is more effective than criticism by an
outsider.
What ever the reasons behind the decision to
exile Solzhenitsyn rather than imprison him, the
result is that one of the world's greatest living
writers is alive and well and living, for the
moment, in West Germany. It is something for
which we may be appreciative.

Take time
The Paladin, the student newspaper of Furman University, recently announced that its
staff could no longer provide a weekly
publication. Two issues were cancelled in
January, and further publication will be
sporadic.
According to Paladin Editor Paul Barker; the
reason for the decision is a lack of student
support. Excluding editors, the staff consists of
seven writers. "We're realistic enough to realize
that a few can't do it all," Barker stated.
Now Clemson students can sit back, secure in
the knowledge that "it can't happen here." The
Tiger, like Clemson itself, will always be herewith or without effort on anyone's part. Just like
the Calhoun Literary Society. . .just like the
SCPIRG movement. . .just like. . .
The Tiger is not likely to abandon its printing
publication schedule any time in the near future.
But the staff is much too small—the writing staff
is almost as small as that of the Paladin. In other
words, we need help.
Students reading this issue of the Tiger should
consider that it was made possible by the efforts
of other students who, like themselves, have
classes, quizzes, jobs or other obligations. Only
students can make the Tiger possible—and only
if they take the time.

nancy quails

the tiger
Opinions expressed on the editor ial pages and In analyses are those of the Individual writers, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration,
faculty, or the student body as a whole.
Entered as second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Clemson, S.C Mailing
address is Box 2097, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

editorials
SENATOR WHAT
PRIORITIES DOES YOUR
COMMITTEE. EXPECT TO
SET IN DEALING WITH
THE ENERGY
CRISIS ?

WELL,E06EE, OUe
NUMBER-ONE TiSK IS TO
FIND OUT WHO IS TO
BLAME. RGHTNOWTHE
SITUATlON IS ONE OF
GEEAT UNCERTAINTY....

ACC0KDIM6LY, WE SHALL
BE- CALLING kfe. THE:

THE PEOPLE CANNOT Ee
KEPT IN THE DARK- DURING
THE ENEESY OZIS1S. WE
MUST FlNO THE TBJE
CULPRITS. THEN \
WE CAN Pr3CCEEtT
WITH OUK SECOND
PRIORITY...

CREATION OF A JOINT
SCAPEGOAT s
COMMITTEE >
COMPOSED OF 2
MEMBEKS OF BOTH HOUSES...

MW PEOPLE- BLAME THE
OIL COMPANIES. OTHERS
BLAME TflE ADMINISTRATION.
SOME. EVEN BLAME. GONGBSSi
TO RESTORE CONFIDENCE.,
THE PEOPLE MUST KNOW
WHO IS AT
FAULTi .

WHAT'S
THAT?

THE f IYEMiHOTE HrtlE

GOOD IDEA

pyos

Curing Hie why-blahs
I cherish the vaguely comforting notion that every college
student eventually asks himself,
"Why am I keeping my life in
limbo, year after year? Why do I
continue to drive myself, to daily
squeeze myself through the
educational wringer that flattens
us all into cardboard products of
academicism? Perhaps I should
escape to the freedom of the real
world; college will never understand what is truth."
Yes, I suppose every student
ultimately asks himself such
questions as those. But every
three days? Is that normal? This
week has been that kind of week,
when the questions hauntingly
whisper: why, why, Why, WHY,
WHY??
Why do we become so involved
with the daily process of living
that we forget what life is?
Why are we happier dreaming
about a future possibility than we
are enjoying the ever-present
now?
Why do hoped-for possessions
give more pleasure than those
same possessions materialized?
Why are we "so glad when this
week is over"? It just introduces
another complete week ahead of
us.
And so on. The tendency is to
believe that, were we not trapped
in college, we would enjoy the
freedom to perceive truth, have
the time to appreciate life and be
able to partake of some universal
peace of mind. All but for the
grind of the college gristmill.
I call such a sad picture the
why-blahs, and I am well
aquainted with them. But a
chance remembrance this week
of another time and another place
caused me suddenly to be embarrassed that I had laden
college with the burden of blame
for my cares.

I remembered the four short
hours I had spent in Thailand—all
of them in the transit lounge at

I have learned, and Vietnamese;
it is easy. Some Spanish and
German I know. But I want to

Driftwood
by George A. Smith

the Bangkok airport, waiting for
my next flight. As sometimes
with college, I had then felt
trapped, as though I were losing
the essence of traveling by being
cooped up the few hours I had in
such an intriguing land.
The only feature of my gloomy
waiting room was a tourist gift
shop, featuring guide books, film,
curios and the like. Behind the
counter I noticed a young Thai
about my age intently studying a
book. I browsed through the shop
in a bored manner and finally
spoke to him.
"You know I have only four
hours to spend in your country,
and I have to stay here the whole
time?" He sympathized with me
and seemed interested in talking
with me, and telling me all about
himself. Probably realizing I was
a student, he mentioned that he
wanted to go to school and was
working to save up money.
I noticed the book he was
reading looked like Chinese or
something. "Yes, I am studying
to try to learn Chinese. But
sometimes it is very difficult. But
many languages I know; French

learn more Japanese. That is
very difficult, though."
My friend had learned none of
these languages in school;
rather, he intently listened and
tried to converse with the
travelers of myraid nationalities
he encountered in the gift shop.
While I had been traveling
around the world, he had been
working in the gift shop six days a
week, learning by listening.
Obviously he did more than just
listen; the book in his hand
proved that.
I never remembered the short
scenario as anything dramaticjust a young man who worked in
the Bangkok airport, enjoyed
learning languages, and was
saving money to attend a
university.
But upon remembering the
episode this week, my spiteful
grouping of colleges with
parakeet cages and insane
asylums began to appear petty.
And suddenly I didn't have the
why-blahs anymore.
They had blown off in an
abandoned cloud of selfrighteousness, leaving the world
traveler feeling rather small.
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reviews/reactions
THINGS WE LIKE

The circus comes to Clemson
by Gary Ragan
—
"We try to combine theatrics with the music so that it
has that little extra charm about it."
So says Terry Dee, of Terry Dee's Rock'n'Roll Circus,
in explaining the band's approach to entertainment. The
Circus came to town Tuesday night, courtesy of the
Student Union, and quite a few of those present seemed to
agree that the music did indeed have "that little extra
charm" about it.
"There are so many groups who miss the boat on that
point," continued Dee, "and it's such a simple thing, I
feel, to entertain people. It almost, and I shouldn't say
this, compensates for any musical lack, but it would add
to and enhance any musical abilities."
Dee pointed out Pink Floyd as an example of a band that
presents a convincing show. According to Dee their incredible visual presentation makes them "powerful."
"Alice Cooper, of course, has used a lot of theatrics, a
lot of dramatics in his show, in a different way than we
do," he added. "What I'm getting at is that it's not just a
case of getting up on stage in a pair of old blue jeans and a
T-shirt and doing your thing, and if the audience likes it,
fine. No, you have to demand their attention and entertain them."
Nevertheless, Dee admitted that none of the members
in his group have had theatrical training. They have been
trained by Dee, who has "had most of the experience in
that way."
\
The Clemson show ran a tight, continuous hour and a
half and included music from the fifties, "Sergeant
Pepper" and "Jesus Christ, Superstar." The theatrics
ranged from greasy fifties jokes and sight gags to a
strobe-lit simulated war, all coordinated with admirable
precision. According to Dee, it took only two weeks to put
together the show. The timing has been a little tight.
"As it is right now, this band has been together only
since January 1 of this year. The bass player and the
drummer are the two newest members. The girls came in
July, and the organist has been with me for three years,"
said Dee.
Dee has done a lot of nightclub acts using some of the
routines incorporated in his Rock 'n' Roll Circus. From
this came the idea to produce a fast-paced mixture of
many musical and non-musical diversions.
"It's an entertainment package," he said, "a

psychological trip."
"We do Sergeant Pepper, the whole LP and story. But
for this someone comes up and says, 'What's the moral of
the story?' Well, there's moral and no story. It's just a
package, a fast-paced show," commented Dee.
As to how the finished "package" is developed, Dee
explained that most of the material is arranged. According to Dee their limited rehearsal time is mainly spent on
learning "a certain percentage of the snow." But this
doesn't mean the show is stagnant.
Referring to the material Dee said, "It's constantly
evolving. Not because it doesn't go over, although
sometimes that's the case, but it's a case of our getting
tired of the same routines. Sometimes we find things that
will sell better. Right now I'm in the process of changing
the show because I have some ideas I think will sell better."
Dee has written a lot of material, including an opera,
but he says his show involves little original material.
According to Dee, "It's best to go in with something
that's identifiable, so that people can say, 'Yeah, I can
understand that, I can relate to that, I know what it is.' "
Dee received music training at the Royal Conservatory
in England, studying arranging, composing, theory, and
history for about ten years. Dee is the main musical influence on his group.
"We have people who are more inclined towards rock,
others towards jazz, others towards blues, and sometimes
their music will influence the show to some degree.
However it's pretty well been my ball game all the way
down the line. Since I know what does sell, I'm going to
stick to that, you know, and occasionally we'll try an idea
or two, and if it looks like it's going to work really well,
then we'll use it."
Describing his qualifications for knowing what sells,
Dee commented, "I've been in show business for 13 years.
I'm 31 now. I've been around long enough to get a pretty
good idea of what people like."
"I've also worked with a lot of strong entertainers in
Canada who've laid down some good grillwork for me.
There are many ways of entertaining people, and I just
believe in my way of entertaining," he added.
So, Terry Dee runs a rock'n'roll circus. It's nice work, if
you can get it.

THEATRE

'Angel' becomes a diabolical dichotomy
by Bob Thompson
The Greenville Little Theatre's
production of "Look Homeward, Angel"
fits the definition of "dichotomy" about as
well as any play can. The performance left
mixed feelings, ranging from admiration
for some of the acting and the technical
aspects, to downright disgust for the way
some roles were handled.
It may be unethical to try to mark a
chronological turning point between good
and bad in the play. Nevertheless, after
the intermission, one could safely say that
almost everything went downhill, in
contrast to a fairly successful opening act.
The reason for the marked decrease in
quality could probably be placed on the
fact that the'resolution of the play was
much more/difficult to bring off (and,
coincidentally, more poorly written) than
the more light-hearted opening scenes.
It seems axiomatic that most theatre
groups can handle comic scenes rather
well, but their ability to do justice to
poignant, dramatic scenes is in direct
proportion to their collective experience
and talent. In the case of "Look
Homeward, Angel," the cast managed to
entertain while humor was the main
ingredient. But during the second act,
some of the passages that were intended to
be touching and pathetic came off as trite
and shallow.
Based on the novel by Thomas Wolfe and
adapted into the play by Ketti Frings,

"Look Homeward, Angel" is a rough-hewn
biography of the young Wolfe. It is set in
the North Carolina town of Altamont, a
fictitious representation of Asheville,
Wolfe's birthplace.
The theme is the tensions and quarrels
that occur in the Gant family as the
various members face the age-old
dilemma of money versus freedom. Eliza
Gant's wheelings and dealings threaten to
disrupt the already scant serenity of her
husband, W.O. and youngest son, Eugene.
Mrs. Gant has already exchanged the
family's privacy for financial security by
selling the old family home and buying a
boarding house. Her attempts to sell her
husband's marble shop threaten to deprive
him of his life's work and, worse, his
"raison d'etre."
Several actresses familiar to Clemson
theatre goers performed in "Angel," with
varying degrees of success. Mrs. William
H. Ballinger of Clemson, who has been in
several Clemson Little Theatre productions, acted the role of Eliza Gant. B. J.
Black, a 1973 Clemson graduate who acted
or helped in Clemson Players productions
the past severalyears, played Helen Gant
Barton in this, her second Greenville
Theatre part.
Another Clemson graduate, Cheree
Gillespie, was scheduled to appear in the
play but was missing from Tuesday's
performance for some reason.
Ms. Black was the more successful of the

LOOK
HOMEWARD
w,.. ANGEL
PULITZER PRIZE and

tit DRAMA CRITICS AWARO PUt

Clemson participants, giving the role of
the harried, repressed housewife-shrew a
good deal of credibility. Unfortunately,
Ms. Ballinger had a more difficult part,
and she overacted some of the later
dramatic scenes.
Strong points in the play were the
technical effects — especially the lighting,
which was very effective — and the acting
of Edwin L. Randle in the role of W.O.
Gant. Larry Bins was more adapt as
technical director and lighting designer
than as an actor, making Eugene Gant a
much more static and flat a character than
is deserved.
But most inept was Adrienne Grubb as

from the Gant boarding house after Eliza
discovered her engagement to another
man, she says (with mock sincerity, I
hope), "Goodbye, little house." Lines like
that belong in high school drama.
Laura James, Gene's girlgriend; her
monotone voice and expressionless acting,
however, were helped in no way by her
lines. For instance, as she is being forced
"Look Homeward, Angel" will continue
at the Greenville Little Theatre through
February 23. If you've a mind to pay the
high prices to see good comedy, just be
ready to put up with some overbearing
melodrama. But — pardon the triteness —
the book would probably have been better.
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'Angel Street': like a breath of fresh air
by Ginny Manning
"Angel Street," the Clemson Players'
latest production, provides a welcome
breath of fresh air to Daniel auditorium,
especially when one recalls the stateness
of their previous show. Basically cast with
newcomers, "Angel Street" transcends
many of the problems encounted in "The
Importance of Being Earnest," particularly that of style.
A Victorian-type thriller by Patrick
Hamilton, "Angel Street" is a period piece
that does not become over-concerned with
the period. The Victorian setting remains
just that, a backdrop to the action. And
probably the best thing about "Angel
Street" is that it has action, as well as
suspense, mood and characterization.
Enough happens on stage to maintain a
high level of audience interest.
Dr. A. J. Fear, who directed the play,
suggests that "Angel Street" is not exactly
great drama, but rather "good theater."
Like the now-defunct soap operas,
melodramas such as "Angel Street"
survive as theater because they entertain
a certain large group of society—
"average" people.
Anyone who has seen one Basil Rathbone flick can easily figure out the
"mystery" involved, but strong characterization on the part of the performers
builds up sufficient suspense to mask the
somewhat predictable plot. Lib Riggs, in
her first role for the Players, displays
remarkable feel for timing, voice and
gesture. As Bella Manningham, a woman
who may or may not be going mad, she
commands the viewer's sympathies
throughout the play. The easy and natural
manner with which Riggs assumes her
role indicates an assurance rarely seen in
a debut performance.
Ralph Marett's Inspector Rough com-

bines a jovial manner with the intensity of
a bloodhound and the tenacity of a bulldog.
Finally solving a sensational case 15 years
after the fact, the aging Rough is a fine
portrait of the typical British police officer
who cannot let an unanswered question
remain unanswered. Marett manages to
strike the right note between neighborhood
snoop and professioal sleuth in his likable
interpretation of Rough.
Happy Duncan and Cathy McFee
provide admirable performances in their
roles as servants. The contrast between
the good, loyal servant (McFee's
Elizabeth) and the conniving golddigger
(Duncan's Nancy) is quickly developed
and maintained by both performers.
Nancy's "seduction" scene with the
master of the house is both humorous and
believable and adds a touch of the sensual
to the play.
The master of the house, Mr. Manningham, played by Joel Kravitz, is an
obnoxious and despicable character—the
villain of the piece. Kravitz plays the part
in his usual loud, flat declamatory style;
only this time, the style happens to fit the
part. Though it is difficult to like a typical
Kravitz interpretation of a character, at
least this time the interpretation and the
character are compatible.
Special lighting effects add to the
suspense and eeriness projected by both
performers and setting. While everything
occurs in one room, subtle mood changes
are reflected and induced by lighting, and
the Victorian setting adds a rich visual
texture to the production.
The predictability of the plot is both a
flaw and a strength of the play. "Angel
Street" presents a degree of stereotyping
and easy-to-follow action that allows
characterization to assume an important

BELLA MANNINGHAM (Lib Riggs) explains her problems to Inspector Rough
(Ralph Marett) in "Angel Street," a Clemson Players production. Photo by Fletcher
Hawkins
stance and even a casual playgoer to
play that the Clemson Players have
understand exactly what's going on. On
presented but it is a definite improvement
the other hand, while the obvious is made
over their last production and provides a
overly obvious to delineate certain aspects
solid showcase for some new talent in the
of the Victorian period, it often distracts
Players. The play, which opened Thurfrom the carefully constructed suspense.
sday, will be presented Friday and
The play drags at such points, because it is
Saturday of this week and Thursday
boring, for most viewers, to be sure of
through Saturday of next week in Daniel
what comes next.
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admission is free.
"Angel Street" is not the most exciting

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES
PRESENTS THE

PAUL HILL CHORALE & ORCHESTRA
IN

II

AMERICA SINGING"
A Spirited and Entertaining Prelude to the Bicentennial

No Charge For Clemson University
Students - Present Activity Card.
Enter Gates 3, 4 or 5. Others present
ticket: season ticket, or individual
tickets on sale at Gate 5 for *3.00
(adults) or s1.00 (children 16 and
under). Special Clemson student date
tickets on sale at Gate 5 for '1.00

MONDAY, FEB. 18, 1974

8:00 P.M.

LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
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Musical Instruments
Guitars
Mandolins
Banjo's
Harmonica's

Accessories
Strings
Capos
Tuners
Picks
Polish

BARNETT MUSIC CENTER
206 College Ave. Clemson

Commanger...
symbolized in the mass arrests of some
12,000 May Day demonstrators by the
attorney general's office in Washington,
D.C."
"The use of provocative agents and the
use of prosecutions for the purposes of
harrassment in cases where the government had no case at all" is also a
corruption of constitutional principles in
our recent history, Commager pointed out.
The violation of the first amendment
concerning censorship of the press is not
excluded in today's government. Commager cited the case of the New York
Times concerning the Pentagon Papers as
the first time in history in which the U.S.
government tried to impose prior censorship of the press. Fortunately the
Supreme Court threw the case out.
"It is fair to say," Commager deduced,
"that there has been no other president in
the history of the United States who has
been so consistently antagonistic to civil
liberties or so contemptuous to the
guarantees of the Bill of Rights as in this
Administration."

Continued from page 5
congressional approval." They have also
made treaties in secret. These actions
"violate the constitutional provision of
shared control of foreign and domestic
relations by the Congress and the
executive," said Commager.
Nixon is not excluded from this grouping
of presidents, according to Commager. As
an example of Nixon's violation of this
principle, Commager pointed out that our
military involvement in Vietnam has
continued for one year in violation of the
cease fire agreement.
"In the domestic arena," Commager
continued, "there is a challenge to the
principle of the separation of powers, the
appropriation power of Congress and in
the fog of secrecy which denies to
Congress information essential to it, if it is
to perform its legislative duties."
There has also been, according to
Commager, "the denial and repudiation of
those constitutional guarantees of the right
of assembly and the right of petition,

Budweisen
PRESENTS
TONIGHT.^ THE
'EVERY NIGHT.
ON
RADIO

f

THE OPEN BOOK
is the best book store around
its also the ONLY bookstore around

come
PRurn SHOPPING CTR.
ANDERSON

BELL TOWER MALL
GREENVILLE

Brand-new radio drama just like it used to be: great!
A different show every night. Produced by Hi Brown
who did "Inner Sanctum," "Thin Man" and many
others. E.G. Marshall is the host. Check local radio
listings for time and
trn^r station in your area.

'AT THE

i>tufoj ?JjaU

PIZZA

>-^mjr^:'

Hot from the oven
freshly prepared and
baked perfectly for
your enjoyment

f
CHILLS HERE
ONE-HOUR
-*
RADIO MYSTERY HERE

COLD BUDWEISER
<-HERE

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS
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campus bulletin
CAMPUS BULLETINS must be submitted
no later than Tuesday, 9 p.m. No bulletins
will be accepted after that deadline.

FOREIGN FILMS SERIES will present a
7^™^%"°°'? Suixo,e" in colorSay
h ?Kn'eo Ha '■ Re"-eS"ments will be
served by the Russian Club in 106 Daniel
nan.

I£'£H

ELEMENTARY GEOLOGY 101, which
includes study of volcanoes, environmental
geology, history of Grand Canyon
castastrophes in geology, and elements of
weathering and erosion, will be offered first
session of summer school. Proposed field
trips to Shining Rock Wilderness, Blue
Ridge, Table Rock Park, and Pigeon Ridge
Gorge. For further information, call G M
Haselton at 656 3438 or drop by 238 Bracket!
Hall.
THE RED Cross will conduct a blood drive
at Holtzendorff Hall (YMCA) Feb 20-21
from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Both the Arnold
Air Society and Angel Flight, which sponsor
the blood drive, urge the Clemson community to participate.
ENGLISH CLUB will meet Thursday, 8-30
p.m. In 214 Daniel. There will be a discussion
with the curriculum committee concerning
the determination and possible revision of
requirements for English majors.
SIGMA TAU EPSILON offers free tutoring
Mondays, 7-9 p.m. in 415 Daniel for subjects
taught in the College for Liberal Arts and the
College of Physical, Mathematical and
Biological Sciences.
CLEMSON STUDENTS who are concerned about civil liberties, personal rights
— and impeachment — are urged to join the
American Civil Liberties Union. Special
student membership rate of $5 per year
entitles members to membership in both the
state and national ACLU, subscriptions to
state and national ACLU newsletters, plus
free ACLU literature. Those interested
should write: ACLU-SC, Green Street,
Columbia, or contact Jim Lucas (PO Box
4487, CU; 656-6464) for details.
PHI KAPPA PHI will hold its Spring
business meeting Wednesday, 4 p.m., 108
Sirrine Hall. All members are urged to attend.
SOCIETY for the Advancement of
Management will meet Tuesday, 7 p.m., 329
Sirrine Hall. The guest speaker will be Mr
Rufus Holeman, President Senior chapter of
SAM in Greenville. All persons are invited to
attend.
AERO CLUB will meet Monday, 7:30 p.m ,
C-127 P & A Building. A presentation on
soaring will be made by the Bermuda High
Soaring School of Chester, S. C. All interested persons are invited.
ISA will hold a meeting Monday, 7 p.m.,
YMCA. A movie titled "Ghana Dance
Ensemble" and slides from Ethiopia will be
shown. Folk dancing will begin after the
meeting, about 8:30 p.m.
DR. MOHAMED ABDO, an Egyptian
currently living in Clemson, will address the
Clemson Unitarian Fellowship Sunday, 10:30
a.m., YMCA Clubroom. His topic will be "An
Arab's View of the Mid-East Situation." The
public is invited to attend.
ENVIRONMENTAL Systems Engineering
will present a lecture on "Joint Industrial &
Municipal Wastewater Treatment in
Regional Plants" Thursday, 4 p.m., Earl
Hall Auditorium. All interested persons are
invited to attend.
SKI CLUB will have a mandatory meeting
Monday, 8 p.m., 309 Daniel Hall. Final
preparation for Feb. 21-22 Ski race. There
will not be another meeting before the race.
MODEL UNITED NATIONS delegates
will meet Thursday, 3:35, 417 Daniel Hall,
i-inai committee assignments will be made
and research reports will be heard.
AN EVENING of Southern music will be
presented by the College of Liberal Arts,
Tuesday, March 26, at 8 p.m. in Daniel
Auditorium. The program, which features
local folk musicians, is open to the public and
there is no charge for admission.

A FUQUA COMPANY
NOW SHOWING
It's a life style.
Ifs the beauty of love,
the joy of freedom.
Ifs the best-selling book
Ifs Neil Diamond.
Ifs a motion picture.

:•:•:•:*
The Hall Bartlett Film

|| Jonathan Livingston
Seagull
gjjftom ih. boot b, Richard Bach

£

:•:•:•' s***1* p*,°«>t'»pt>r wo - RUMCM Munton >;;
iji'SS p,"*»l«lo!i» Colo. byDtluie*
ft'&Ob * F»mmounl Pictures Release

:::

astro: theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654 1670

CLEMSON YMCA will offer a Red Cross
senior Lifesaving course Feb. 19-March 14
Classes will meet twice weekly and students
must sign up by Feb. 18. Additional information may be obtained at the YMCA.
BICYCLE CLUB committee members,
TKUr.cap'fins and °*her officers are needed
The founder and president pro tempore has
given assurance that his first motion will be
to suspend Robert's Rule of Order
interested persons should contact Leo
Jacobs at 656-7873.
DEPARTMENT OF SECURITY will
impound any bicycle that is not parked in the
designated bicycle parking racks by Friday
The owner may claim his or her bicycle at
the Security Department by providing proof
of ownership and payment of a S3 pickup
r
charge.
, P-ELTA SIGMA NU will meet Tuesday,
7:30 p.m., 101 Kinard Hall. Plans for an
upcoming trip to Shakies will be discussed.
STUDENT UNION presents FridayGutter Coffee House, 9 p.m. Free. Saturday
Gutter Coffee House, 9 p.m. Free. Monday i
African Night, 7:30 p.m., YMCA. FreeSquare Dance Short Course, 7:30 p.m ,
Newman Hall.
MATH CLUB will meet Wednesday, 4:15
p.m., M-101 Martin Hall. Refreshments will
be served.

classifieds
FOR SALE — Ludwig drum set; 4 pieces
plus covers. S300 or best offer. Contact
Robert at 456-6492.
FOR SALE — JCI bumper-mounted
bicycle carrier. Bolts easily onto most
automobile bumpers. Carries two bicycles.
Brand new and complete with instructions.
$12. Call 454-3148 If interested.
FOR SALE — Automatic Garrard S145
turntable. Complete with Shure M93E
magnetic cartridge. Hysterisidsynchronous
motor, anti-skate device, dynamic balance
tubular arm, plastic base, and dust cover.
Cartridge has a new Shure elliptical stylus;
tracks at lVj to 3 grams. About 3 years old
$60. Call 454-3148.
FOUND: Man's wrist watch found on dike
behind Jervy Athletic Center. Owner may
call and identify at 454-7344.
SERVICE: Car tune-up and minor repairs
at low cost. Call 454-7329.
LOST: One pair of Contact lenses in white
plastic case. Reward. Please call 454-4914 or
454-1493.
SERVICE: Bike repairs and Free adlustments for one, five and 10 speed
bicycles. Contact Matt Crawford in C-822,
Johnstone Hall or call 454-9854.
WANTED: Set of left handed golf clubs.
Call Mike at 454-7873.

FOUND: Umbrella picked up by accident
in Schilleter Hall. Owner may claim bv
calling 454 7873.
WANTED: Girl to help with a physically
handicapped student 7:30-8:30 a.m. Monday
through Friday. Pay negotiable. Call 4544203.
,. £ERSONAL: Happy Anniversary, Pookie.
it has been a wonderful year. Love, Head
Pooler.
TWO YEAR innovative, individualized MS
program seeks imaginative applicants
motivated toward professional careers in
public policy analysis, planning and
management. Individual with an aptitude
for quantitative analysis from varied
academic and career backgrounds sought
Financial
and
summer
internships
available. Contact: Program for Urban and
Policy Sciences, State University of New
246r8200

Br0 k

° '

NY
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1179

°-

Ca

"
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MEN!— WOMEN! Jobs on Ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or
career. Send S3 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept 11-L P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98962.
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS:
May
Graduate. Ideal training. Progressive
m anv
Fine
ir, £
future. Benefits. Salary
$11,000. Call Sarah at 226-6023 in Anderson at
Snelling and Snelling.
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS:
May
Graduate. Company will train. Rewarding
career. Challenging benefits. Salary $11,000
Cal Sarah at 226-6023 at Snelling and
Snelling of Anderson.

Anderso"MALL

STARTS WED. FEB. 20

CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCES

fiddler-

ontheDQOf

United Artists

clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654 3230

"HELD OVER"
CLINT EASTWOOD
as a rough-tough
fists-first detective
in San Francisco!

i Clint Eastwood
is Mwty Hawf in
g Magnum Force
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by Kerry Capps
Last Friday in his daily "Speaking of Sports" radio show Howard
Cosell made the comment that in the "good old days" athletic battles
took place on the playing field, whereas in more recent years it has
become common for the most bitter conflicts to take place
elsewhere—off-season in such places as meeting rooms and court
houses. Athletics in this country, especially on the professional level,
have become big business, and thus are plagued by the same sorts of
power struggles, labor-management disputes, and other related
phenomenon that are common to the business world.
Such a conflict is currently taking place in professional football, as
the established National Football League faces the challenge of the
newly formed World Football League in regard to who gets the top
college players, who can make the most money, and perhaps most
importantly, who can attract the most fan interest. The struggle is
shaping up as a bitter one.
Rumors of a new football league began to circulate first last summer, and by late fall tentative plans were completed for a 12-team
league with franchises in the United States and Canada to begin
operation in the summer of this year. Plans called for each team to
play a twenty games schedule, and provided for future league expansion into Europe, Mexico, and Japan. During the last several
months the new league has grown from an uncertain proposition into a
serious challenger to the monopoly that the NFL currently enjoys in
pro football.
Credit for the successful emergence of the new league goes to its
founder and master planner, Gary L. Davidson. For Davidson, a 39year-old California attorney, the WFL project is neither a new nor a
particularity daring project. It was Davidson who seven years ago
broke ground where no one before him had dared in founding the
American Basketball Association, of which he became the first
president. That project was at first considered by most to be doomed
to failure, but the ABA instead prospered to the point where today it
competes on even terms with the NBA for collegiate basketball talent.
Then last year Davidson tried it again—this time even more successfully—in organizing the World Hockey Association as an alternative to the NHL. Last fall he stepped down as president of that
organization to work on plans for the WFL, and considering his
previous record, no one dares doubt that he can and will make the
project work.
One of the primary factors behind the success of the ABA and the
WHA has been their strong regional appeal, and Davidson has again
put this formula to work for his new football league. By drafting
players from its own geographical region, a team is able to accomplish two positive objectives. First, it is able to pull in support
from those fans who follow local college football, and second, it can
appeal to the athlete who prefers to remain in his home area.
Another point which the WFL seeks to use to its advantage will be
the implementation of rule changes which many owners, coaches, and
players have proposed to revitalize the NFL. This will primarily involve a change in rules regarding field goal kicking, which many
critics say dominates today's game to an unhealthy degree. The goal
posts will be moved back behind the endzone, and after missed field
goal attempts the ball will be returned to the line of scrimmage instead of being placed on the 20. Other changes include the instatement
of the two-point conversion option following touchdowns and a ban on
the fair catch on punt returns.
Just what does all of this mean to the NFL, which still bears the
scars of compromise from its war with the American Football League
during the 1960's? Can NFL attendance, which has already been
curbed by extensive television coverage, withstand the effects of an
alternative football league with features built in to rejuvenate interest
in the game? Can the NFL maintain the quality of football to which it
has been accustomed in the past if it has to compete with another
league for college talent?
The answer to both questions will most likely be no—if the NFL
repeats the mistake that it made in response to the AFL 10 years ago,
and attempts to ignore the new league. The preliminary support that
the WFL has received should be regarded as a warning to the NFL
that it must incorporate at least some of the changes that the new
league bases its appeal on. The last thing that the American athletic
scene needs is more football, but unless the NFL makes itself
responsive to the WFL challenge, the new league will succeed—and
the overall quality of the game is certain to suffer.

ACTION SUCH as this brought a premature end to the Clemson ruggers' match with Greenville on
Sunday; officials called the game—due to heavy Greenville casualties—with the score standing at 00. (Photo by F. L. Hiser Jr,)

Parker opens spring drills!
by Keith Cannon
and Toni Matthews are men"Spring football is where you
tioned, as these two will be top
make your football team,"
contenders for starting running
believes Clemson Head Football
back spots.
Coach Red Parker. The making
Parker also praised his entire
of the 1974 Tiger football team
team, "I am tremendously imbegins Saturday morning as
pressed by their attitude and
Parker and his staff send their
encouraged by their willingness
squad through the grind of spring
to work."
drills.
"We'll try to get our funIn an interview with The Tiger,
damentals worked out on offense
Parker said that emphasis in the
and defense," Parker said of his
drills will be placed on filling
plans for spring practice. "Well
gaps left at three positions:
pick an offense and a defense
quarterback, where senior Ken
three teams deep and work with
Pengitore set several Clemson
66 players." Parker commented
total offense records; slotback,
that he plans to keep three
where seniors Gordy Bengel and
quarterbacks, perhaps adding
David Sasser were the only
the freshman Weddington to his
players to man that position; and
unit. Parker said that there
offensive tackle.
would be 20 days of drills, with
"Replacing our quarterback
one practice per day.
will be one of the prime orders of
The spring practice period will
business," Parker offered. One of
lead up to the Varsity-Alumni
the candidates for this position is
game on March 30. This game
rising senior Mark Fellers, whose
last two seasons have been spent i will replace the Orange-White
contest which was held for the
backing up Pengitore and
past several years. The Alumni
bringing in plays for the tripleteam, to be coached by Frank
option offense. Mike O'Cain,
Howard (who else?), will include
redshirted as a sophomore during
the past season, and Joey Riley, \ seniors from the 1973 team and
"hopefully, some of the players
another sophomore who did not
we have in the pros." According
play last year, will also get a look
to Parker, "We think we can put
in the upcoming workouts. Two
rising
sophomores,
Rut
Livingston — presently sidelines
with a knee injury — and Hal
Singleton will get a crack at a
quarterback spot; Rick Weddington, a top freshman prospect
from Charlotte, N. C, entered
school this semester, and will join
the Tiger squad for the spring
sessions. As for naming the
Clemson has signed its second
frontrunner at the position,
junior college player of the 1974
Parker said simply, "It's a clean
recruiting season to a football
slate. Nobody's ahead of anybody
grant-in-aid, as Coach Duke
else."
Owen signed Ferrum Junior
With the exception of the gap at
College running back Don
the tackle position, the Tigers
Testerman.
will have a large group of
Testerman, a 6-2, 215-pounder
returnees in the offensive line.
from South Boston, Va., was a
"We should be much improved
starting back on Ferrum's
here," said Parker. "We have
Coastal Conference chamsigned a lot of newcomers who
pionship team this past season
should compete for starting
for Coach Hank Norton, who has
positions in the offensive and
sent three other top gridders to
defensive lines."
Clemson. Wade Hughes, ClemOn the subject of running
son's leading rusher in 1972, and
backs, Parker commented, "At
rising seniors fullback Toni
this point, depth is questionable."
Mathews and wide receivers Jim
No question marks are involved
Lanzendoen are all Ferrum
when the names Ken Callicutt

together a real fine ballgar
One of the most encoural
facts to Parker is that his def}
will be bolstered by the retui
linebacker Jimmy Williai
who missed all but one gai
his junior year due to a
injury in the Citadel g;
Williamson, an all-conferl
performer as a sophomore,^
granted an extra yeai
eligibility.
The Redhead is also optii
about his defensive backj
where starters Lynn Cat
Peanut Martin, and Jimmy j
return from last year's
Parker said that he had int^"
to look at Martin as a cane ,te
for quarterback position, bi
Martin decided to continue
safety spot in the defensive
field. Parker termed Marti|
Ness "all-conference
didates." Freshman Ma!
Marler, Roy Eppes and Ri
Carter will also be vyinj
positions in the secondary.
Parker sums up his
defensive outlook by s;
"Without going overboard,
that we should be impro« st
every defensive posif

•

F•

Ferrum back signed

graduates.
The highly sought after
Testerman was one of Virginia's
top high school prospected two
seasons go when he played for
Halifax County High. He received
Ail-American honors for his
performance as a senior, as he
rushed for 1,466 yards as a wishbone fullback, including two 263yard performances.
In addition to being his school's
top rusher, he also led the team in
scoring (114 points) and handled
all of the punting chores. He was
a unanimious first team selection
to Virginia's All-District, AllRegional, and All-State grid
teams.
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Tigers douse Deacs, 74-73
by Jim Lucas

WAYNE CROFT lofts a baseline jumper over Wake Forest center Cal
Stamp during Clemson's second ACC win. The Tigers host nationally
ranked Maryland Saturday in a 1 p.m. encounter. (Photo by Bob
Thompson)

The Tigers found themselves in
one of those all-too-frequent
"must game" situations Wednesday night against Wake
Forest; this time, to the relief of
6,500 Littlejohn fanatics, the
Tigers proved equal to the imperative. In what has to be the
most exciting game played in the
Coliseum this year — until
Saturday, at least — Tates
Locke's team scratched out a
last-second 74-73 cardiac dandy
against the Deacons, equalling
last year's win production with
their 12th triumph of the year. It
all goes to show — you can't see
(Wake) Forest for The Tree.
The
game
began
inauspiciously, to say the least;
after Tree controlled the tap, the
subsequently mishandled ball
found its way into the hands of
Wake's Tony Byers, who hit an
easy layup to give the Deacons
the early lead, 2-0, with no official
time elapsed. Van Gregg answered with a 10-foot baseline
jumper and two free throws to
put the Tigers ahead, 4-2. The
next few minutes saw the two
teams trade baskets, as Tree,
Gregg, and Jeff Reisinger were
involved in a three-on-one
shooting duel with the scorching
Byers. With 12 minutes left in the
first half, Reisinger and Gregg
each hit two long jumpers while
Wake's Skip Brown managed one
score, sending the Tigers to their
longest lead of the half, 22-14. The
Tigers maintained a lead of four
to seven points until the final
minute and a half, when Wake,
behind Bobby Dwyer, Mike
Parrish, and Jerry Schellenburg,

Brown serves to bridge gap
between players and coaches
by Steve Ellis.

His JV basketball team's winloss record conceals his ability
and effectiveness, yet it is this
statistic for which Coach Jive
Brown is sometimes criticized.
Although unemotional at courtside (thus not much of a crowd
pleaser) Brown exhibits enthusiasm where many coaches
lack it — with his players off the
court.
In reality, a 5-5 season is
nothing to apologize for;
especially if that record happens
to come during your first attempt
in the field of coaching, as it has
with Brown. And with one game
remaining, a winning season is
still within his reach. If any
excuse is needed, one only needs
to look at the players and
schedule with which Brown must
work. Compared to past years in
which the JV team has consisted
of eight or more signees, this
year's team only boasts four.
Complicating his problems. Jive
has found it necessary to play
many of the players at unfamiliar
positions.
Possessing qualities which he
describes as "being pretty good
with people," Brown has effectively overcome many such
problems. On the court he expresses a philosophy that many
coaches could learn something
from;
getting
involved
emotionally takes away from the
time needed to think about what
is happening on the court. While
his easy going manner is the most
obvious of his characteristics
from the viewpoint of the fan. his

approach toward the athlete
dominates his behavior off the
court.
Having played here only last
year, Jive is very aware of the
problems that his players face.
As he himself explains, "I know
what goes on with each player,
both junior varsity and varsity,
and I individually try to talk with
them." Brown, in short, fills the
ever-present gap between coach
and player. Unlike some more
established coaches he becomes
involved personally with his
team. Because he does make an
attempt to reach the players on
their own level, he expects an
honest effort in return. He expresses his views on team
discipline as, "if what he (the
player) is doing is hurting other
players, then some sort of
discipline should be enforced."

Jive knows the fundamentals of
the game as well. He has learned
the Tates. Locke system as a
player, stressing defense as the
key to winning.
Quite honestly he evaluates his
own effort thus far as being
satisfactory. Locke too must be
satisfied with his effort, for on
many occasions Brown has been
instrumental in speaking with
high school prospects.
In print Jive is no more impressive than any other coach
with a 5-5 record, but as already
stressed, his accomplishments
this season are not of the kind
found in a record books. Whether
he stays in coaching will remain
his decision, but Jive Brown
appears to be one former
Clemson basketball player who
could very well make a name for
himself as a coach.

There are many good places
to enjoy your free hours ...
But they really won't compare .

reeled off eight unanswered
points to tie the game at 37 at the
half.
To many fans, the second half
resembled one long overtime
period. Clemson, behind Gregg's
outside shooting and Reisinger's
baseline jumpers, managed to
keep the Deacs at arm's length
until the 9:13 mark. At this point,
Schellenburg's 15-foot jumper
tied the score at 56 — and Wake
made its move. With the aid of
another Schellenburg jumper, a
three-point play by Brown, some
unfortunate ballhandling by the
Tigers, and several ludicrous
calls by the zebras, Wake
charged to a five-point lead, 6156, with 8:30 left to play. The
Tigers surged back in an effort to
repel the last-gasp Deacon rally, i
going ahead, 66-65, on a turn-

around bank shot by Tree off an
incredible assist from Reisinger.
The Deacons never recovered;
three near-stuffs by Tree and a
pair of free throws by Reisinger
sealed the Tigers' second ACG
win, 74-73.
Van Gregg continued his
outstanding play against Wake,
scoring 23 points to lead the
Tigers; in two games, he has
scored a total of 54 points against
the Deacs. Reisinger played
perhaps his best game of the
season, hitting 18 points and
pulling down five rebounds. Tree
Rollins had another excellent allaround game, hitting 8 of 9 field
goals for 16 points, hauling down
17 rebounds, and neutralizing
Wake's inside game. Croft and
Suit had six points each, and
Scott Conant added five.

Cowboys sign Abadi
Henry Abadi, Clemson's AilAmerican soccer star, has signed
a two-year contract with the
Dallas Cowboys of the National
Football League. Abadi, who was
also drafted by the Seattle
franchise of the North American
Soccer League, was tried out as a
placekicker by Cowboy scouts
last week; according to Coach
Ibrahim, the scouts were "extremely impressed" after a brief
workout.
The contract negotiations were
somewhat unusual; although
financial terms were not

Soccer film
to be shown
The film of the Clemson-UCLA
NCAA semi-final soccer match
will be shown Monday, Feb. 18, at
8p.m. in Daniel Hall Auditorium.
The showing, sponsored by the
Arnold Air Society and Angel
Flight Society, will be presented
free of charge. The film will be
narrated by Coach I. M. Ibrahim.

disclosed (other than the fact that
Abadi was given a bonus for
signing, which is rare for a free
agent), it was revealed that
Abadi originally wanted a oneyear pact, while the Cowboys
wanted
three—they
compromised with the two-year deal.

Canoeing team
to compete
Last semester the Clemson
Outing Club began participating
in organized white water
canoeing. The team, which won
two first place trophies last
semester in intercollegiate
competition, will participate in
two main races this spring, including the Locust Fork race in
Alabama and the Dogwood
Festival near Atlanta.
Any Clemson student or faculty
member, male or female, interested in joining the team is
invited to come to the YMCA pool
any Wednesday night from 9-11
p.m.

Clemson Service Station
(alias Esso Club)

Minor Repairs — Groceries
Beer r-= Wines — Goodyear tires
Road Service — Fishing and Hunting Supplies
Clemson Service Station
Seneca Rd.

Phone 654-5120

NEEDLE ART
CENTER
with everything you need for

Needle Point
Knitting
Crewel
Latch Hook Rugs
Crochet

GOLD NUGGET

Open 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. at
408 E. North 1st St. Seneca Ph 882-1447
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Student Union takes suggestions
by Earl Gatlin
"Basically the spring drive is to receive
suggestions and pass out literature,"
commented Doug Hipp, internal vice
president of the Student UNION, on the
Union Day activities held Monday.
Student Union representatives set up a
table on the logia from noon to 4 p.m.
listening to student remarks, answering
questions and giving students the opportunity to sign up for the various committees in Student Union.
One student's suggestion called for the
creation of a bike club. "We're against the
club idea," noted Hipp, "because this
>- implies a select group. We are open to all
students and faculty, but not the. general
public, per se. Cultural events or events of
public interest where we are in a position
to charge are open."
Other suggestions, he reported, included
a request for a yoga short course, for
friends or relatives to be asked to perform
at concerts or in the coffee house and for
certain types of music or bands to be
provided.
Responding to the suggestion about
bringing in new types of music, Hipp said,
"We feel the contemporary entertainment
committee has pretty much taken care of
this."
Many suggestions, he pointed out, were
not written down, "but were told to the
various committee chairmen while they
were at the booth on the loggia."
According to Hipp the programs carried
on last semester by the Union will be
continued this semester. The contemporary entertainment committee,
js films committee, short courses committee, jams committee, cultural committee, volunteer services committee,
games and recreation committee, outdoor
recreation committee, travel committee,
international students association,

publicity committee and hot line serve
specific functions while the special events
committee serves as a "catch all" committee.
One significant change that Hipp
acknowledged was that three of the
present committees are pulling out of the
Student Union. Those committees are the
International Students Association, Hot
Line and the Clemson Student Volunteer
Program.
"When Student Union came into being,"
explained Hipp, "we worked with the
YMCA. These other organizations which
were already tied in with the Y got meshed
in with the Student Union. Consequently
they got hurt in budgeting by being with
the Student Union.
"We're trying to get away from the beerbust image," he asserted, adding that such

programs as the mini-courses have succeeded in changing the "party" image
many students associate with the Union.
Hipp described Union membership as
being "loose." In some cases, one person
will belong to several committees. Hipp
also stated that the number of committee
members varies.
According to Hipp, the Student Union
always needs people. One of the hardest
committees to keep staffed, he said, is the
publicity and public relations committee
because of its thankless, behind-the-scene
work.
Although the contemporary entertainment committee is "pretty filled
up" Hipp claims that Student Union cannot
have too many people. "With new people
come new ideas," he said. "If the same
people remain in the same committee for
six months the ideas become all the same.

Besides, a good chairman can always keep
his members active."
The Student Union also needs better
support from the faculty, he said.
"The Faculty Senate is supposed to
appoint two members on the governing
board of the Student Senate, but they
haven't," he explained. "We'd like to
encourage more faculty participation to
increase a campus-community spirit."
The Union is going to acquire some
video-tape equipment, and, as a result, a
suggestion was made to create a new
committee to handle the equipment.
However, Hipp said that the Union may
place the equipment in the hands of the
publicity and public relations committee
to make committee membership more
attractive.
One suggestion the Union is working on
this semester is a travel map of the United
States and South Carolina. Use of the maps
will enable students to double up on rides
home to save gasoline.
Another new project is the creation of a
master calendar. Open for use for all
student organizations, the calendar's
purpose is to prevent major student events
from conflicting with each other.
"We're getting our part-time secretary
to handle it this semester," said Hipp. "We
are trying to program for next semester,
so we can get a calendar out this summer."
Hour's for setting up the calendar are 10
a.m. until noon Monday and Tuesday and
after 3 p.m. Wednesday through Friday.
Tentative plans may be included in the
schedule.
Although Union Day has passed, Hipp
said, suggestions are still being accepted.
If anyone has an idea, he can get in touch
with us. New suggestions are always
welcome and appreciated."
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